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Lauren Fournier

myth, i: the artist’s body presses up against the material (matter, mater, earth)
myth, ii: the material (matter, mater, earth) presses back against the artist
myth, iii: the light strikes the soft shell, only to be absorbed by it
myth, iv: the sensation of light, earth, water as they move against the body
myth, v: the vibrational pulse of light and sound as they move through the material
myth, vi: the language describing those who press themselves up against the material

Myths brings together work by five artists who, through sculpture, video, performance,
and photo-based work, reflect on questions related to medium and myth. Working
materially and conceptually, the artists are absorbed in questions of history, material,
touch, contact, and the body, creating new materialist feminist folklore. Through light,
matter, and tactility, these artists stir a return to aesthetics in its etymological sense of the
sensorial—the feeling—in contrast to the more distanced mythologies that drive art and
its histories.
The front of our chest and the space between our shoulder blades: these are the most
receptive, the most vulnerable places—the places that face out to the world, that receive
love and that receive hurt. i
Amy Brener works with urethane resin, silicone, pigment, and found objects and
materials to cast semi-translucent shields and architectural structures like altars and
dressing screens that exist somewhere between “the goddess” and “the cyborg” of
feminist history. In her Flexi-Shield series, Brener creates large, hanging sculptures that
resemble female forms, embedding materials like razor blades, dried flowers and plants,
symbols like peace signs, and small toys in the pigmented polyurethane. What results are
armour-like, feminized figures that are pellucid and pliant. Flexi Shield Expecta is a seethrough, suspended, bubblegum-pink bodice, amazon-sized at 76 inches long. It holds
various materials in a single body, the dried red flowers and the charged symbol of red
maple leaves power-clash with its bright pink skin. The artist embeds objects in the
material and presses objects into the resin to create imprints: here, there is the cast of her
father’s face in the area near the pelvis, with the outline of a computer keyboard below,
alongside other textures and patterns, like waffling. Uncannily heroic, the bendable
breastplate stands as a testament to the soft strength of contemporary feminist life, while
ambient light moves through the silicone, illuminating the body and the various things
that constitute its form. Flexi Shield Expecta reveals the self as a composition of many
materials, both “natural” and “man-made.”
The gallery light moves through Brener’s pink resin and toward a suspended, doublesided screen, on which Elise Rasmussen’s video Fragments of an Imagined Place is
projected. Robert Smithson’s proposal Island of Broken Glass (Atlantis) from 1969-1971
is one of many myth-making moments in the art history of Vancouver. The American
artist Smithson’s interest in working on Canadian land, and the sensational nature of his
proposal, established his place as a legendary figure on the west coast. Smithson’s
proposal: to make an intervention on an area of land in the unceded territories of the
Coast Salish peoples, on a small island near Nanaimo. “The work, should it move
forward, will create a visual spectacle for people to bask in—look at all of that light,
reflecting on all of that glass!” (Do not think about context, do not think about the
Indigenous peoples or the animals or others who make a home here. Is this formalism?)
The luminescence of light ii as it hits glass and reflects back to the human eye, the animal
eye, all of the many eyes that see light—consider this in contrast to the bioluminescence
of marine bodies, deep in the dark of the ocean, the multitude of organisms who live in
the water, generating light through their physical constitutions and metabolic processes.
A bioluminescent body might come in contact with the island, suction onto it, crawl up
to it, slide up over it, ooze with it. They feel their way up to it, slithering along, sucking
against it, and then feel something sharp, blinding—the cuts of one thousand shards of
glass. This is the glass that reflects light for eyes in a way that some would describe as
beautiful, others violent, and others still as both.
Elise Rasmussen’s Fragments of an Imagined Place reflects on the myth of Atlantis by
performing a feminist response to Smithson’s proposal, one that is resolutely embodied
and collective. With an attuned focus on materials and their vibratory possibilities,
Rasmussen’s work engages sound, sculpture, movement, and group performance to
engender space for aesthetic (and literal) reflection. Shards of cut plexi reflecting
rainbow light stand in as a mimetic gesture to the mythological shards of glass, with the
female and queer performers holding the objects close to their bodies.
In their respective works, Elise Rasmussen and Evann Siebens think through two
figures from the 1960s-1970s art world who, through their lives and their work, have
taken on mythical status in Vancouver. For Rasmussen, this is Smithson; for Siebens, it
is Canadian choreographer and dance artist Helen Goodwin. Both working from studio
practices that are heavily research-based, Rasmussen and Siebens work with their media
to re-imagine the dominant mythologies of these figures. While Goodwin contributed a
great deal to Vancouver’s art scene, the temporal nature of her work—live happenings,
rarely documented—results in a gap in this history. The Morris and Helen Belkin Art
Gallery has acknowledged this absence, commissioning Siebens to create a body of work
that commemorates Goodwin and her contributions to Vancouver art and the
increasingly interdisciplinary practices of the 1970s. In Plus TheCo, Minus Helen
Goodwin, Siebens projects a video work that she made on Hornby Island onto a
glistening, geodesic dome; featuring choreographed group performance on the shores of
Jericho Beach, the video honours Goodwin’s movement-based practice while placing her
in the canon of Vancouver’s contemporary art history—one that, with other recent
exhibitions like Radial Change (2018), is beginning to better understand the politics of
its aesthetics.
The most interesting of this work — past, present, or future — is or will be that which
dismantles, boycotts, ignores, destroys, takes liberties with, or at least pokes fun at the
avant garde’s long commitment to the idea that the shocks produced by cruelty and
violence — be it in art or in political action — might deliver us, through some neverproven miracle, to a more sensitive, perceptive, insightful, enlivened, collaborative, and
just way of inhabiting the earth, and of relating to our fellow human beings. iii
Suicide heightens the artist’s mythic hold: Goodwin (like Ophelia, Virginia Woolf, and
other women before her, both fictional and real) died by self-imposed drowning, in the
waters off of Jericho Beach. Her pockets were filled with stones. Female suicide is
particularly ripe for romantic, morbid imaginings. In Maegan Hill-Carroll’s recent

works Suicide Striptease Diaphanous Hold and Lucretia Standing on Stones Golden
Ratio Toes, the artist re-investigates mythical figures from art history: here, it is the
much longer history of European art that she is concerned with, specifically the figure of
Lucretia as compulsively represented by male artists over centuries. Lucretia
metonymically embodies the violences of patriarchal myth-making: she was raped, and
then she killed herself, so the story goes. But despite this horror, the images that remain
of her are sex-doll-like renderings, psychosexual fetish-works with diaphanous fabrics
that idealize Lucretia as a feminine idol: Hill-Carroll turns to Lucretia’s “golden ratio
toes” as a case in point.
She and her creation here present themselves to one another with equally expansive
welcome. iv
Working with foam, ceramics, and participatory performance, Zoe Kreye creates a body
of work plump with communal feminist possibility. Invoking the Swedish artist-mystic
Hilma af Klint and her otherworldly use of colour, form, and shape, Kreye’s sculptures
tap into the potent energies of feminist aesthetic prophecy. Titled De Fem, after Klint’s
symbolic metaphysical paintings, Kreye’s work references a longer history of avantgarde feminist practices that, historically, have been overshadowed by a male-minded
canon; to be sure, the work of Klint and her female contemporaries anticipates by a
number of decades the twentieth century movements like Surrealism and automatic
writing that male artists would later become known for. The material imprinting seen on
the pastel skin of Brener's Flexi Shield Expecta is echoed here, with Kreye using her
body as the mould to make new work: the ceramic vessels, which are meant to hold—
wine, food and other sustenance—are formed by the artist pressing the clay against her
body and holding it there to form. Kreye’s work gestures to utopic feminist space of
collective gathering, where Dionysian revelry meets the heady dialectics of lightness and
weight. The ceramic vessels or tools sit on the foam plinths when they are not in use,
evoking lush tension between brittleness and bounce. Pleasurably pressing up against the
limits of “the artist’s body” and “the work,” Kreye’s De Fem makes use of sculptural
materials to both symbolically and literally extend the body beyond “the self” and
toward others as part of a speculative feminist practice of new materialisms.
black wings of eggs, symmetry that sways, women in seance, seance says . . .
we are given more than an impression/these are the paintings for the temple that she
sawv
Though such interventions are playful and textural, there are also more somber
resonances with earlier feminist body art and sculptural practices of the 1960s. Such
similarities are most recognizable in Rasmussen’s Finding Ana, a series of photographs
that provide documentation of Ana Mendieta’s “lost works” in Jaruco Park, Cuba—
works which, the story goes,vi were destroyed but were, in fact, “weathered but not
dismantled.” Mendieta, perhaps now best known for her death (an assumed murder by
then-partner Carl Andre, who was charged but later acquitted, an event that has sparked
ongoing protests by feminist artists and activists), is also canonized in contemporary art
and feminist art history for her “private sculptural performances” vi: ephemeral works in
which her body, pressing into the earth, leaves indented traces on the land.
From Brener’s new materialist feminist armour and Hill-Carroll’s reflective,
defamiliarized renderings of Lucretia, to Rasmussen and Siebens’s embodied reengaging of mythical art world figures and Kreye’s supple staging of Dionysian rituals,
Myths brings together contemporary feminist practices that feel their way through issues
related to mythology and myth-making. In place of the distancing, even violent, myths
of philosophy and art history, we find a close engagement with materials, contemplative
reflection, collective performance, and ebbing, vibratory touch. Holding tension between
softness and strength, these works evidence subtle intimacies between the artists and
their mediums through practices that, across media, resonate sculpturally against site,
time, the political, and the aesthetic.
The place where the body pressed, the place where the light hits: this is where the truth
is.
***
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The writer’s psychotherapist, who comes from Croatia and is based in tkaronto/Toronto.
The light: a vibratory material that strikes up against another vibratory material, glass, only to ricochet
back to our vibrating bodies, standing there to behold the spectacle: American cowboy art of the colonial
persuasion.
iii
Maggie Nelson in The Art of Cruelty (265).
iv
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick on textile artist Judith Scott in Touching Feeling: Affect, Pedagogy,
Performativity (22).
v
This was the narrative as described by the Guggenheim Museum and the Ludwig Foundation
(http://www.eliserasmussen.com/findingana/).
v
From a poem entitled De Fem (performative art writing exercise #2) that Fournier wrote in response to
Hilma af Klint’s “Painting the Unseen” at the Serpentine Gallery, London UK, 8 May 2016.
vi
“The photographs of Ana Mendieta document private sculptural performances enacted in the landscape
to invoke and represent the spirit of renewal inspired by nature and the power of the feminine”
(https://www.guggenheim.org/arts-curriculum/topic/ana-mendieta).
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